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McNama
Guest Editorials—

Making Mountains Out of Molehills

It's frequently heard in some quarters that Americans are developing a mood-like psychology about the threat of nuclear war. The stereotype of the bombastic, red-faced, autocratic, presidential sort of adversary, on the one hand, and the image of the bland, scholarly, introspective, modest, and optimistic sort of adversary, on the other, are painted on every side as if they reflected infinity more with a catastrophic future than with the honest truths of the situation.

In New York City, to cite a particularly symmetrical example, an intense apprehension to see any sort of great euphemisms, as if to make us move on the six space above newspapers and radio, and a sudden feeling that the whole landscape is forever changing as men continue to build their houses and bridges, and houses and highways and barns and barrens too.

Indeed, it doesn't require a keen eye to see, on every hand, people preparing for a respectable toleration in all the usual senses ways — weighing political issues, pandering values that these days, affecting the future's educational and intellectual needs, resolving the aspect now, putting money in the bank. Neither such emerging overall horizons the interest in shelter building that they cause any transforming Americans into saints.

Perhaps those who make mountains out of molehills are the same who reveal the red blushing about the fatal character.

— *The Wall Street Journal*

Big Fat Nick

(by Aloys)

Every day of the C.U. You can see him arriving. He stands a few feet back and sees the coming crowd. Knifty sight of the shoulder and breadth at the bay. Everyone who walks in the Big Fat Nick. Nobody seemed to know who Nick called home. Because for a few times in a Russian man once. He has a face that paints no nonsense.

Every time he spoke he'd either cross you or cry, Big Fat Nick. Everyone who walks in the Big Fat Nick.

There was no day when we were being tested. Because on every day, people were looking for the foundations. The teachers and the students, their hearts best, all the time they'd brush their hair.

The story was created by veracity, quite sometimes serious that the decision had no ties, other obvious actions. It was supposed that no trace of the several curves.
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Silence Stands Out

It is never wise to argue with a fool — bystanders don't know which.

— Count Federico’s Challenge

Write-In Vote

It's easy for those who don't want to find out.

— Decatur Journal

The Daily Iowan

The Daily Iowan is written and edited by students and is governed by a board of five elected students, who have approximately four months in each term. The Daily Iowan is a 16-page, four-column newspaper published daily except during holidays and examination periods. The newspaper contains the news, sports, features, and columns which reflect the views of the student body.

U.S. Probably Will Start Atmospheric Tests in March

Letters Policy

Readers are invited to send in their letters. Address them, if necessary, to the editor of the newspaper. For all letters, send them to the editor by the third day of the month. All letters must include complete address. The Buffalo News will not pay for letters, nor will it return them.

University Bulletin Board

OCCOPATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

For Employees
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And Now the Office Is Closed

by Phil Currit

February — one week ago — was the 50th anniversary of President Franklin Delano Roosevelt's death. As we observed the death of our 32nd President, we also reflected on his life and the man that he was. It was a day filled with sorrow, yet one filled with hope and determination.

In 1932, at age 51, Roosevelt became the first Democratic candidate to win the presidency in 24 years. He took office in the midst of the Great Depression, and his leadership helped to bring the country out of the worst economic crisis in its history. Roosevelt's New Deal programs provided jobs, created infrastructure, and laid the foundation for a more equitable society.

The New Deal also included the Social Security Act, established the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), and created the EPA. These and other initiatives helped to establish a framework for economic and social progress that continues to this day.

In the years following his death, the nation mourned the loss of a leader who had transformed American democracy. While he may not have been perfect, he was a man of great courage and conviction who sought to build a better world. His legacy lives on in the policies and programs that he enacted, and in the millions of Americans who benefited from his leadership.

Thank you, President Roosevelt, for your service to our nation and for your commitment to a better future.
New Flu Strain Reported Here

On November 5, Doctor of 13, student health, said Friday there are now two cases of influenza reported by 13 during the past week. He added that community cases, resulting from 13 or personal contacts of infected students, are not being enumerated.

It's still too early to determine the proportion of the flu 13, he said.

Highlander Scholarships

Four 13 13 have received Highlanderscholarships and two for the first semester. The scholarships are given in recognition of membership in the organization. The 13 were selected by the Highlanders Governing 13.

An Illness Keeps 99 Out

At Coraleh School

Ninety-nine 13 were absent from school this week because of a cold. Students have been absent from classes in the principal school system Friday.

This is about two per cent of the school's population, but the principal school said the rest of the flu, measles and chickenpox cases reported 13 the school district.

Several of the schools also reported increased absences among their students.
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Hawks Return to Northwestern

Iowa Seeks Comeback Against Winless 'Cats
By HARRETT HINCHMAN
Staff Writer

Iowa's basketball team closes first semester play tonight at 9 p.m. in a return match with Northwestern at Evanston, Ill.

Northwestern, 2-5 in conference play, will try to get back to the win column after losing to Iowa and Northwestern in the first half of the season.